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Break-up of the Precambrian continent
Late Precambrian, from Precambrian to Palaeozoic;
850–542 million years

The Precambrian continent, Rodinia, broke up
into several smaller continents. One of these was
Baltica, which included what is now Norway.
Simple life forms evolved in the sea under the
influence of dramatic changes in climate. Ice
sheets covered large parts of the Earth during cold
periods, while carbonate mud was deposited in
shallow coastal areas in periods with tropical heat.
Thick sedimentary successions were deposited
along the margin of Baltica and they contain the
oldest fossils found in Norway. Large volumes of
magma forced their way up in the north. A rock
came hurtling down from outer space in
Hallingdal. A large volcano erupted at Fen in
Telemark. Baltica broke up and an ocean formed
in the west. The continent was eroded to a peneplain and inundated by the sea at the beginning
of the Palaeozoic.

Giemašfjellet, on the east side of Tanafjorden, consists of folded sandstones of Neoproterozoic age.
The pure quartz rocks are quarried at Austertana to
use the quartz for industrial purposes. The successions from the last part of the Precambrian are very
well exposed and thoroughly studied in the
Tanafjorden–Varangerfjorden region.
Photo: Anna Siedlecka.

BALTICA ca. 850–750 million years
Simplified map of the Baltica continent as it may have looked when it
separated from the supercontinent,
Rodinia. The north-eastern and
north-western margins, the
Timanian and Baltoscandian margins, respectively, delimited the
“Norwegian” part of the continent.
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RODINIA (‘Classic’)

THE LAND AREAS IN THE YOUNGEST LATE PRECAMBRIAN
850–542 million years
Two interpretations of Baltica showing the location of Norway relative to Laurentia
(North America and Greenland) and other continents during and after the disintegration of
Rodinia, the Precambrian continent. A. Recent interpretation where Baltica is turned upside
down in relation to the east coast of Greenland. B: Traditional opinion.
(After Trond H. Torsvik 2003)
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Introduction
The Precambrian continent, Rodinia, broke up into smaller portions 850–750 million years ago.
One of these was Baltica, which included the Fennoscandian Shield and Norway. The rocks formed
in this period bear the marks of this disintegration and the simultaneous changes in climate.
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Rocks from the final part of the Precambrian form the bedrock in large parts of inner
southeast Norway, parts of west Norway, the Rondane and Dovre districts, parts of
Trøndelag, northernmost Troms and much of Finnmark. Sandstones are most common,
but other sedimentary rocks which characterise glaciations and periods of hot, tropical climate
are also found. Magmatic rocks occur in several places, particularly in west Finnmark.
The youngest part of the Precambrian, the Late Precambrian, is the Neoproterozoic Era. It comprises three periods, the Tonian (1000–850 million years), the Cryogenian (850–630 million
years) and the Ediacaran (630–542 million years). Before these names were introduced by the
International Stratigraphical Commission in 2004, the Tonian and Cryogenian periods were
called the Riphean and the Ediacaran was called the Vendian in scientific literature from northern Europe. The original terms are still in use. In this chapter, we will only touch on geological
events in the Tonian Period when they are directly connected with what happened during the
rest of the Neoproterozoic.
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The Cryogenian Period takes its name from the Greek word “kryos”, meaning cold and frost,
and is known for several extensive glaciations. The Ediacaran Period is named after the Ediacara
Hills in Australia, a district known for fossil imprints of molluscs, which probably lived under
warm conditions. The Neoproterozoic Era is characterised by great changes in climate, global
ice ages alternating with periods of tropical heat.
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The marginal zone of Baltica
in eastern Finnmark
We can recognise deposition on alluvial plains and in shallow-marine and deep-sea conditions in the sedimentary successions in the Tanafjorden–Varangerfjorden and Barents Sea
regions in eastern Finnmark, which are several thousand metres thick. The Varangerian Ice
Age glaciers and icebergs left behind world-famous glacial deposits, whereas periods with
a tropical climate were marked by deep weathering of the basement and deposition of
carbonate banks in shallow seas.
East Finnmark – a geologically important area
The Late Precambrian sedimentary successions in
Finnmark captured the attention of scientists as early
as the 19th century through the writings of, among
others, the well-known German geologist, Leopold
von Buch (1774–1853), and the Norwegian geologists, Baltazar Mathias Keilhau (1797–1858), Tellef
Dahll (1825–1893) and Hans Reusch (1852–1922).
However, the most important pioneering works on the
Late Precambrian bedrock of east Finnmark are those
of Olaf Holtedahl (1885–1975) in 1918 and Sven

BELOW: Geological map of Finnmark
showing the most important divisions of the bedrock. Compiled from
various sources.
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Føyn (1908–1987) in 1937. Many other geologists
have helped to acquire the knowledge we now have.
The Timanian Marginal Zone
The Neoproterozoic successions in eastern Finnmark
offer unbelievably well-preserved documentation of
the Timanian Marginal Zone in Baltica. Its name
derives from the Timan Mountains in Russia. The
Trollfjorden–Komagelva Fault Zone, which divides
the Varanger Peninsula diagonally from northwest to
southeast and continues south-eastwards on the
north side of the Kola Peninsula, is an important
structure in the Timanian Marginal Zone. This fault
zone originated far earlier in the Precambrian, and
was already a zone of crustal weakness when Rodinia
fractured. It divides eastern Finnmark into two geological areas, the Tanafjorden–Varangerfjorden
region in the southwest and the Barents Sea region
in the northeast. The succession on the southwest
side of the Trollfjorden–Komagelva Fault Zone is
largely autochthonous, meaning that the strata for
the most part were deposited directly on the local
basement rocks. The succession in the Barents Sea
Region was transported a long, but unknown, distance south-eastwards along the fault zone, and its
original substrate is unknown. We will first look at
the development of the succession in the
Tanafjorden–Varangerfjorden region.
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Neoproterozoic – Ordovician strata thrust a short distance
Neoproterozoic – Cambrian autochthonous strata
Basement; older Precambrian

Coastal plains and shallow seas
In the inner part of Varangerfjorden in eastern
Finnmark, light-grey and reddish sandstones overlie
gneiss. The boundary is an unconformity, an erosion
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surface, formed when the SBaltica basement was eroded. A thin bed of conglomerate at the base of the
sandstones was shore gravel washed by the waves
when the sea invaded the worn-down continent just
over 800 million years ago.
The sedimentary rocks extend across the south-western half of the Varanger Peninsula and continue further west in the Tanafjorden district. They comprise a
sequence of mainly sandstones, siltstones and shales
that is approximately 3000 m thick and once formed
a continental shelf along the northeast side of Baltica.
The succession consists of the Vadsø Group, the
Tanafjorden Group and the Vestertana Group, each
divided into several formations. The oldest strata in
the Vadsø Group are about 800 million years old.
The lithologies forming the Vadsø Group were mostly deposited as sand and mud in rivers and deltas
which extended further and further north and northwest, whereas the Tanafjorden Group lithologies originated on coastal plains and tidal flats, or in deeper
water further out in the shallow shelf sea. Marine
sediments also make up most of the Vestertana
Group, but that is particularly noted for its glacial
deposits formed during the Varangerian Ice Age, one
of the best-known ice ages at the end of the
Precambrian. The sandstones and siltstones are red
because they carry iron oxide, which shows that the

The Neoproterozoic to Cambrian
successions in the Tanafjorden –
Varangerfjorden and Barents Sea
regions. Adapted from several
works by A. Siedlecka.

atmosphere was partly composed of oxygen. Finegrained shelf deposits contain fossils of unicellular
micro-organisms called acritarchs. The oldest
acritarch, and the oldest fossil found in Norway,
Podolina minuta, occurs in the lower part of the
Vadsø Group. These microfossils are valuable when
the succession in Finnmark is compared with strata
of corresponding age elsewhere in the world.
The old shelf-sea succession in eastern Finnmark
contains several unconformities, the most marked
one being that formed when the beds constituting
the Vadsø and Tanafjorden groups were gently tilted,
laid dry and eroded by rivers and streams before the
sea inundated the erosion surface to deposit the
lithologies that form the Vestertana Group. The erosion surfaces show that the sea level relative to the
land rose and fell several times due to crustal movements or changes in the amount of sea water as a
consequence of glaciations.
Tropical heat
The uppermost part of the 1500-metre-thick
Tanafjorden Group consists of sandstones composed
of almost pure quartz sand, the Hanglečearro and
Gamasfjellet sandstones. Because they were formed in
a period when the climate was hot and moist,
feldspars and other minerals in the basement rocks
125

Podolina minuta, a star-shaped
acritarch, a microfossil, just a few
micromillimeter in size, from the
lower part of the Vadsø Group
beside Varangerfjorden, one of the
oldest fossils in Norway, found, prepared and photographed by Gonzalo
Vidal.

were decomposed by weathering and only quartz
grains remained in the sand. Waves washed and
winds blew the sand grains around on extensive sand
flats, making them rounded. Quartz is extracted for
industrial purposes from the Gamasfjellet sandstone
on the east side of Giemašfjellet at Austertana.
Dolomites and shales in the Grasdalen Formation
overlie the Hanglečearro sandstone. The dolomite (a
carbonate rock containing both calcium and magnesium) contains columnar stromatolite structures made
up of calcium carbonate. These structures grew up
from the sea bed when fine calcareous mud adhered
to sticky mats which bottom-dwelling cyanobacteria
or algae secreted on the sea bed. Stromatolites are preserved thanks to the precipitation of carbonate
cement from warm sea water. In other words, the sedimentary rocks show that the climate was warm,
almost tropical, in the Varanger area when these strata
were formed 630–650 million years ago.
Cold – the Varangerian Ice Age
Most continents on the Earth were exposed to huge
glaciations about 850–600 million years ago; a total
of four glaciations are known from the Cryogenian
and early Ediacaran periods. As mentioned above,
the beds comprising the Vadsø and Tanafjorden
groups were gently tilted, uplifted above sea level

Shallow-water marine sandstone
beds in the Dakkovarre Formation of
the Tanafjorden Group at Skallnes on
the south coast of the Varanger
Peninsula.
(Photo: A. Siedlecka)

Dark-red mudstone and light-red
sandstone in the Fugleberget
Formation on the south side of the
island of Vadsø. The beds were
deposited as sandbanks in rivers.
One sand bed was folded by the
force of strongly flowing water during a flood.
(Photo: A. Siedlecka)
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and eroded following the warm period when carbonates were deposited. This gave rise to a marked erosion surface, an unconformity, which can be traced
over large areas. At the same time as, or just after,
these crustal movements, a dramatic change of climate occurred, not just in Finnmark, but probably
all over the world; tropical heat was replaced by
severe cold and ice ages. Baltica was covered by an
ice sheet that slowly moved out to the coast across
the previously deposited sediments which, in the
meantime, had been compacted into solid rocks.
The glaciers ground the substrate and tore pieces of
rock from it, particles which varied in size from clay
fraction to big blocks. Moraines formed beneath the
glaciers and contain clasts of basement rocks and
dolomite. These fossilised moraines and other glacial
sediments gave rise to the Smalfjord Formation and
the Mortensnes Formation, which represent separate
glacial periods that, together, are called the
Varangerian Ice Age.
This ice age seems to have taken place between 630
and 600 million years ago, but its duration is uncertain. The fossilised moraine is called tillite, after the
Scottish word, till, as we use in basal till. The till was
deposited from the bottom of the glaciers, whereas
mud, gravel and rocks frozen fast within the ice were
carried out to sea in floating ice shelves and icebergs.
Gravel and stones (dropstones) fell into the stratified
glacial mud on the sea bed as the icebergs calved or
melted. Sand deposited by glacial rivers in front of
the glaciers, and windblown dust, were also preserved
in the glacial formations. Tillite is the name used for
all ancient glacial deposits, even if they consist of
other deposits than fossilised moraine. In some places,
the lowermost tillite formation in eastern Finnmark
directly overlies the carbonate rocks formed when
conditions in Varanger were tropical. A sequence of
sandstones, shales and thin dolomites separates these
two glacial deposits in Varanger. The dolomites show
that the climate between the two ice ages was again
quite warm.
Evidence of the close association between glacial
deposits and warm-water deposits is found on several
continents which lay near the Equator during the
Neoproterozoic. It has led to the ”Snowball Earth”
hypothesis, which maintains that in the Neoproterozoic the Earth was periodically completely covered
by ice and snow, so that it looked like a snowball.
This seems to have occurred during at least four
major ice ages. At other times, there was tropical
heat. Even though the climate shifted dramatically

STROMATOLITES

By Anna Siedlecka

The term “stromatolite” was introduced by a German scientist called Kalkovsky about 200 years ago to characterise certain unusual
structures in some limestones. Stromatolites are swells of carbonate, a few centimetres to 2–3 m tall, shaped like upturned washingup basins, bowls, columns, towers, hyacinths, pears standing on end, or cauliflowers. They consist of millimetre-thin calcareous lamellae plastered on top of one another, with the youngest lamella outermost. Stromatolites are known from the Early Proterozoic to the
present day, but flourished particularly strongly in the Neoproterozoic. Many stromatolites consist of dolostone, a carbonate rock containing both calcium and magnesium.
Present-day stromatolites in Shark Bay, Western Australia, and Florida in the USA show that stromatolites are formed when finegrained calcareous mud on the sea bed adheres to slimy, sticky mats of cyanobacteria, formerly called blue-green algae. When the
cyanobacteria colony is covered by a thin layer of calcareous mud, the bacteria re-establish themselves on the mud. This process is
repeated time after time, and the calcareous structure grows upwards, perhaps ultimately reaching the surface. The fairly soft, sticky
accumulations of calcareous lamellae alternating with mats of organic material are fossilised by carbonate being precipitated as
cement in the pores. This takes place in warm water saturated in carbonate, such as on tropical carbonate platforms.
Stromatolites are not fossils as such, but structures formed with the help of living organisms. Because they are among the oldest evidence of life on the Earth, they soon aroused great interest among geoscientists. Some thought that their shape changed during the
Precambrian, which was explained in terms of the biological evolution of the organisms that formed them. Another widely held view
was that their shapes reflect the growing conditions and, hence, environment in which the stromatolites formed. The shapes of the
stromatolites were used to subdivide the successions, but this stratigraphical technique is controversial. Present-day stromatolites are
formed where cyanobacteria live in ecological niches whose temperature and salinity are so high that marine algae and animals that
would otherwise have out-competed the cyanobacteria are unable to do so.
The oldest possible stromatolites in Norway have been described from the Middle Proterozoic dolomite in the Raipas Group, which is
approximately 2500 million years old (Chapter 3). Stromatolites occur in Neoproterozoic rocks in several places in Norway. They are
particularly abundant in the Porsanger dolomite, where they are developed as various kinds of columns and towers. The light-coloured
dolomite cliffs around Porsangen and on nearby islands are full of these structures, which can be easily observed at the edge of the
sea at Ytre Goarahat (Gåradak) and many other places. Stromatolite columns are also found in the Grasdalen Formation, but the stromatolites in the Båtsfjord Formation on the Varanger Peninsula most strongly resemble cauliflowers and upturned washing-up basins.
Examples of columnar and branching stromatolites in the Porsanger dolomite on the west side of Porsangen, near Trollsundet. Photo: A. Siedlecka.
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BIGGANJARGA TILLITE

By Anna Siedlecka

Innermost in Varangerfjorden, beside the sea on the south side of Selešnjarga (Karlebotn), is a world-famous outcrop of a conglomerate known as the Bigganjarga tillite (the Sámi place name is now written Oibaččanjarga). This outcrop was protected in 1966.
The conglomerate is grey, unsorted and lacks stratification. Its clasts consist of various lithologies and vary in size from fine gravel to
boulders; some are angular, some rounded, and some have smoothly polished surfaces with fine stripes or scratches. The conglomerate rests with a knife-sharp boundary on light-coloured quartz sandstone whose surface has innumerable furrows, some parallel with
one another, others criss-crossing.
Baltazar M. Keilhau was the first to write about the conglomerate, in 1844. He thought it had to be Devonian. In 1891, Hans Reusch
gave a very well documented description of the conglomerate. He considered it to be fossilised morainic gravel “…from a period very
much earlier than the ‘Ice Age’ ” and thought that both it and also “the sandstone strata in eastern Finnmark” might date from
Cambro-Silurian time. Reusch pointed out its great similarity with Quaternary moraines and believed that the furrows in the underlying sandstone were ice striations made by stones frozen fast in the sole of a moving glacier. In his works from 1918 and 1931, Olaf
Holtedahl, supported by Sven Føyn in a paper from 1937, showed that the glacial conglomerate at Oibaččanjarga, the “Reusch
moraine”, and the rest of the succession near Varangerfjorden and in the Tana district were of Late Precambrian age. In 1967 it was
also demonstrated that the fossilised moraine, the tillite, rested on a regional unconformity formed by erosion in a much older sandstone which was solid, hard rock already during the Varangerian Ice Age.
The Bigganjarga tillite is the older of two tillite formations in Finnmark. Since the last World War, many geologists have studied both
the Bigganjarga tillite and the other Neoproterozoic glacial deposits near Varangerfjorden and Tanafjorden. Some believed they found
evidence that the Bigganjarga tillite was not formed as moraine, but the majority of the studies have confirmed Reusch’s opinion from
1891. The term “Varangerian Ice Age” is now well known throughout the world, not least through the discussion as to whether the
world was completely covered by ice during the ice ages in the latter part of the Precambrian, a “Snowball Earth”. The outcrop of the
Bigganjarga tillite is one of the most outstanding geological localities in the world.

The lowermost part of the fossilised moraine at Bigganjarga, with ice striations in
the Vadsø Group sandstone which the Varangerian Ice Age glacier slid across.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

The Bigganjarga tillite at Oibaččanjarga in Varangerbotn, is fossilised moraine
from the approximately 600 million-year-old Varangerian Ice Age. This worldfamous deposit is protected. (Photo: J.P. Nystuen)
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Thick, grey, turbiditic sandstones
of the Kongsfjord Formation
beside the Barents Sea in
Kongsøyfjorden, Varanger
Peninsula. The beds were deposited as huge submarine sand fans
more than 700 million years ago.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

from one extreme to the other, it is still uncertain
how much of the Earth was simultaneously ice covered. The changes in climate probably affected the
evolution of life forms at the end of the
Precambrian. The mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the sudden changes in climate are
complicated and also relevant for the current debate
on climate change on the Earth.

5000 m thick, and was deposited at a depth of several hundred metres when sand and silt slid down the
shelf margin in the southeast as submarine sediment
flows, or turbidite flows, the resulting deposits being
called turbidites; turbid means muddy (Chapter 2).
The basin gradually became shallower, and sand and

LOWERMOST: Multicoloured beds of
shales, sandstones and dolomites in
the upper part of the Båtsfjord
Formation in the Barents Sea Group
in inner Persfjorden, Varanger
Peninsula.
(Photo: A. Siedlecka)

The deep sea in the northeast is filled
The successions in the Barents Sea Region were
deposited in a basin that sank deep into the crust,
bounded to the southwest by the Trollfjorden–
Komagelva Fault Zone. The strata comprising the
Barents Sea and Løkvikfjellet groups northeast of the
fault zone are at least 15 000 m thick. These groups
are separated by an angular unconformity, which
shows that the basin was filled and the sediments
forming the Barents Sea Group were compacted into
solid rock before being tilted by crustal movements
and eroded. The sea then invaded this eroded shelf
sequence, and sedimentation continued with the
deposition of the Løkvikfjellet Group.
The lowermost part of the Barents Sea Group that is
known is named the Kongsfjord Formation. Its deposition began in a deep rift basin formed when
Baltica separated from Rodinia about 850 million
years ago. This sandstone formation is more than
129

mud were deposited in deltas and on tidal flats. Beds
of limestone and dolomite at the heads of
Båtsfjorden, Syltefjorden and Persfjorden were
formed as broad banks and shallow areas of calcareous mud, somewhat similar to modern carbonate
platforms along the south coast of the Persian Gulf,
where it is very hot. Beautiful stromatolites are preserved in the carbonate beds, and the Båtsfjord
Formation has traces of the salt minerals, gypsum
and anhydrite. The succession towards the top of the
Løkvikfjellet Group resembles the shallow-marine
and, in part, fluvial sandstones and shales that over-

EDIACARAN FOSSILS

lie the tillites in the Vestertana Group to the southeast of the Trollfjorden–Komagelva Fault Zone, but
strangely enough no fossilised glacial deposits have
yet been found in the Løkvikfjellet Group.
During the late Neoproterozoic, the basin in which
the Barents Sea and Løkvikfjellet groups were deposited was thrust laterally south-eastwards relative to the
shelf basin in which the succession in the Tanafjorden–
Varangerfjorden region was deposited, until these two
quite different basin successions came to lie adjacent
to one another, approximately as they are today.

By Anna Siedlecka

Ediacaran fossils and Ediacaran fauna are terms used for imprints of organisms that only consisted of soft parts and lived in
the last part of the Precambrian and the beginning of the Cambrian. The name derives from the Ediacara Hills in the Flinders
Range in South Australia, where Reginald C. Sprigg found imprints of these distinctive fossils in 1946. The Ediacaran Period
(630–542 million years ago) has been named after this special life form that has first and foremost become known from the
unusually well-preserved and varied imprints in the Ediacara Hills. Ediacaran fossils were described by E. Billings in 1872 from
the Avalon Peninsula in Newfoundland and sixty years later by Gürich in 1933 from Namibia, but the occurrence in the
Ediacara Hills is the type locality for these fossils, which are now known from six continents, including localities on the White
Sea in Russia, in the Ukraine, Siberia and Scandinavia.
The Ediacaran fossils number some 100 different, named species. Most of the imprints are shaped like discs or fans and are
found on bedding planes in sandstones, mudstones and carbonates. Some life forms were bottom-dwelling organisms,
whereas others may have drifted freely in the water. Some Ediacarans were probably medusa, others may have been worms
and some precursors of arthropods, but most are of uncertain zoological affinity. The majority are nevertheless taken to have
been animals and the first multicellular organisms in Earth history. The Ediacaran organisms are assumed to have been
important links in biological evolution to the shell-bearing organisms and the first vertebrates that appeared in the Cambrian.
The present-day scattered occurrence of Ediacaran fossils shows that they were widely dispersed over most of the planet.
They lived in a geologically-speaking relatively short period, and some scientists have thought that they may have died out in
a mass extinction, but this view is hotly debated.
The first Ediacaran fossil in Scandinavia was discovered in the Luobakti area near Torneträsk by Oscar Kulling in 1959 in a
sequence that corresponds to the lower part of the Dividal Group and the Stappogiedde (Stáhpogieddi) Formation in eastern
Finnmark. This concentric mollusc imprint is called Kullingia concentrica. The first Ediacaran fossils in Norway were found in
1989 in the Stappogiedde Formation on the Digermulen Peninsula in Tanafjorden by an international scientific expedition led
by Gonzalo Vidal. Later, Ediacaran fossils were also found in Cambrian beds on the Digermulen Peninsula. The imprints are
predominantly cyclomedusae. Along with microfossils (acritarchs) and trace fossils, the Ediacaran fossils on the Digermulen
Peninsula show that the boundary between the
Precambrian and the Palaeozoic is located within
a succession having quite regular, continuous sedimentation, somewhere between the Stappogiedde
Formation and the Breivik Formation. The succession on the Digermulen Peninsula is therefore an
important global reference succession for the
Precambrian-Cambrian boundary.

Ediacaran fossils from the Stappogiedde Formation at
the Precambrian–Cambrian boundary on the south
coast of the Digermulen Peninsula. The imprints are of
round, jellyfish-like organisms, a few centimetres in
diameter. Photo: A. Siedlecka..
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a)
Deep-sea fans

b)
Fluvial plains and shallow sea

ca. 850-750 mill. yrs

ca. 800-630 mill. yrs

TKFZ

TKFZ

c)
Varangerian Ice Age

d)
Early Cambrian

ca. 630–590 mill. yrs

ca. 542 mill. yrs

TKFZ

100k

m

TKFZ

1000m

Tanafjorden Group
sandstone, siltstone, dolomite
Vadsø Group
sandstone, mudstone
Løkvikfjellet Group
sandstone, shale
Barents Sea Group
sandstone, shale, limestone
Basement

Shallow sea with sandbanks
Glacier
Land with rivers
Vestertana Group with sandstone and siltstone in upper part
Vestertana Group with glacial
sediments in lower part
Unconformity, erosion surface

TKFZ = Future Trollfjorden–
Komagelva Fault Zone
TKFZ = Existing Trollfjorden–
Komagelva Fault Zone
Dolerite dykes
Deep-sea sand
Deep-sea mud
Relative lateral translation
along the TKFZ

The geological development of the Tanafjorden–Varangerfjorden region southwest of the Trollfjorden–Komagelva Fault Zone (TKFZ) and the Barents Sea region northeast of the fault zone.
(a) Deep-water and, later, shallow-water marine sediments were deposited in a basin northwest of the Varanger Peninsula. (b) and (c) Sediments were deposited on fluvial plains and in shallow
sea in the Tanafjord–Varangerfjord region. (d) The successions of the Barents Sea Group and the Løkvikfjellet Group slide from northwest to southeast along the TKFZ and form the Barents Sea
region on the northeast side of the Varanger Peninsula.
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Porsangen. On the east side of the Digermulen
Peninsula, which extends out on the west side of
Tanafjorden, the sequence from the Timanian margin of Baltica, on the Varanger Peninsula, continues
up into fossiliferous Cambrian and Early Ordovician
beds. The Cambrian is the oldest period in the
Palaeozoic. Fossilised molluscs are found in strata
from Ediacaran time and the earliest Cambrian on
the Digermulen Peninsula. The succession there
shows that the north-eastern margin of Baltica lasted
for a long period of geological time. Acritarch fossils
have been used to determine the boundary between
the Precambrian and the Palaeozoic within this succession. The lowermost Cambrian beds contain a
fossil marine snail called Platysolenites antiquissimus,
and this valuable fossil is also found on the Varanger
Peninsula.

Chalk-white Porsanger dolomite in
30 °C and a heat haze near Børselv
in Porsangen casts our minds back
to the hot areas in southern latitudes where this carbonate deposit
was formed some 650 million years
ago. The snow on the mountains in
the background reminds us of the
great climatic changes in the
Neoproterozoic.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

Orogeny and fracturing
Heavy ocean-floor crust east of Baltica began sinking
beneath the lighter crustal plate of Baltica some 600–
560 million years ago. The bedrock in volcanic island
arcs was compressed and pushed against the basement in Baltica, and the successions on the Baltica
shelf were folded and, in part, thrust. This event is
called the Timanian orogeny because it is particularly
well developed in the Timan region of Russia, but the
strata on the northeast side of the Trollfjorden–
Komagelva Fault Zone were also affected.
Magma invaded the crust and solidified as dolerite
(diabase) dykes in the north-eastern part of the
Varanger Peninsula during a period of extensional
movements about 600–530 million years ago. In
several places, the dykes stand up like walls because
the adjacent sedimentary rocks have been eroded
more than the harder hypabyssal rocks. Movement
has taken place along the Trollfjorden–Komagelva
Fault Zone on several occasions during the geological evolution of Norway, including during the
Caledonian orogeny. The fault zone is described in
more detail in Chapter 6. Petroleum drilling and
seismic investigations off the coast of Finnmark have
shown that the succession on the Varanger Peninsula
continues for some distance off the mainland.
The transition to the Palaeozoic
The Neoproterozoic succession on the southwest
side of the Varanger Peninsula and in Vestertana
continues westwards towards Laksefjorden and
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The Baltica margin in west Finnmark
The successions west of Tanafjorden belong to the
lowermost nappes in the Caledonian mountain
chain in Finnmark, the Gaissa Nappe Complex. The
rocks are largely the same as further east, beside
Tanafjorden and Varangerfjorden. In the inner part
of Porsangen, the white Porsanger dolomite shines
brightly on cliffs lining the shore, and on several
small islands. It correlates with the Grasdalen
dolomite on the east side of Tanafjorden, and has
very well-preserved columnar stromatolites. The
dolomite also contains traces of salt minerals, showing that the climate during the deposition of the carbonate beds must have been hot.
The successions on the north-eastern part of the
Varanger Peninsula have not been definitely recognised west of Tanafjorden. The rocks in the
Caledonian nappes there are deformed and metamorphosed, so that their original lithological character is not so easy to identify. However, the Laksefjord
Nappe Complex, which overlies the Gaissa Nappe
Complex west of Tanafjorden, consists of the
Laksefjord Group and this overthrust sequence of
sedimentary rocks, including the thick Friarfjorden
shales, may correspond to the Løkvikfjellet Group in
the Barents Sea region northeast of the Trollfjorden–
Komagelva Fault Zone.
On the southeast side of the hills (the Gaissa) that
rise above the Finnmarksvidda plateau, the
Caledonian Gaissa Nappe Complex is thrust over
fossiliferous Ediacaran and earliest Cambrian sandstones and shales, which were deposited directly on
eroded basement rocks, just like those beside

JENS ESMARK (1763–1839)

By Inge Bryhni

Jens Esmark, a Danish-Norwegian geologist and mineralogist, was the first Professor of Geology in Norway. He discovered
datolite and was the first to have it analysed, and he described “a new ore of tellurium” (now known to be tellurobismuthite) from a copper mine in Telemark. He also introduced the terms “norite” (from Norway) and “sparagmite” (from
the Latin word sparagma, fragment) to geological nomenclature. As early as 1824, he understood that Norway had once
been covered by an ice cap (see the box in Chapter 16). Esmark measured the heights of peaks, and was the first to reach
the summits of Gausta and Snøhetta. From 1816 to 1838, he kept the oldest, unbroken series of meteorological observations from the capital of Norway. His account in 1810 of the marvellous waterfall at Rjukan made it an important goal for
contemporary natural history students, painters and tourists.
Esmark’s work in Norway began in 1797 when he was appointed assessor in the Supreme Mining Council at Kongsberg
and a senior government official in the Mining Inspectorate. In 1802, he was also appointed lecturer in mineralogy,
physics and chemistry at the Mining Academy in Kongsberg. When it was decided to close the Academy in 1814, he
moved to Christiania (Oslo), taking the library and collections with him, to become Professor of “Geosciences” at the new
university.
Esmark won wide recognition as a learned scientist, but he stuck to the Neptunistic theories he had learnt as a student of
Professor A.G. Werner in Freiberg. A glacier, a moraine and an island in Svalbard are named after him.

Sparagmite, feldspar-rich sandstone (arkose), sometimes
containing large, angular clasts, was named by Jens
Esmark in 1829. (Photo I. Bryhni)

Varangerfjorden. This succession is called the Dividal
Group because it is well exposed in the valley of
Dividalen in inner Troms, and it is correlated with
the upper part of the Vestertana Group on the
Varanger and Digermulen peninsulas. This
autochthonous succession can be followed along the
east side of the Caledonian mountain chain from
Finnmark through Troms and Sweden to southern
Norway. The sedimentary sequences in the Gaissa
nappes are thought to have been deposited on the
northern margin of Baltica.

The autochthonous Neoproterozoic succession is
also exposed at the heads of three long fjords in
western Finnmark and northern Troms,
Repparfjorden, Alta and Kvænangen. Here, it consists of sandstones and shales that are correlated with
the uppermost formations in the Vestertana Group
further east. The Bossekop tillite overlies these sandstones and shales, or lies directly on the underlying
basement. The Varangerian glaciers clearly eroded so
deeply into the substrate that parts of the older sedimentary strata were removed before the glaciers
deposited their till on the erosion surface.
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The northernmost fringe of Baltica –
or an unknown continent?
Rocks in western and northern Finnmark and north-eastern Troms were transported a long
distance as huge thrust sheets during the Caledonian orogeny, and probably derive from
the very northernmost part of Baltica or perhaps another continent. The provenance of
these originally sedimentary and igneous rocks is uncertain.

Igneous rocks in the Seiland
Province, Reinfjorden, on the
Øksfjord Peninsula. Gneiss on the
lower slope of the mountainside is
intruded by layered igneous rocks
which occupy the upper part of the
cliff. Black ultramafic rocks occur in
two series separated by an older,
light-grey gabbro. The nearly 600 m
high mountainside provides a section through a huge magma chamber. (Photo: B. Robins)
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Basins on the fringe of Baltica,
or related to another continent?
The bedrock in western and northern Finnmark and
north-eastern Troms consists of Caledonian nappes
composed of Precambrian and Early Palaeozoic sedimentary and igneous rocks that are weakly to strongly
metamorphosed and deformed. The Laksefjord and
Kalak nappe complexes contain sedimentary strata
deposited on fluvial and coastal plains and in a shallow sea situated up to 600 km northwest of the present coastline in western Finnmark. Sedimentary structures in the fluvial sandstones suggest that the rivers
flowed from south to north. The Kalak Nappe
Complex is overlain by the Magerøy Nappe, which
contains Early Silurian fossils near Honningsvåg.
The rocks in the Kalak Nappe Complex are dominated by metamorphosed sandstones, siltstones and

shales which were mostly deposited on broad coastal
plains and in shallow shelf areas. In some places, the
overthrust and deformed rocks split readily along
parallel foliation planes and can be quarried as flagstones and roofing slates, as in Alta. The Kalak
nappes also contain Precambrian igneous rocks. The
oldest granitic rocks are 710 to 980 million years old
and transect folded and metamorphosed sedimentary
rocks, which must therefore be from the very oldest
part of the Neoproterozoic, or still older. The sedimentary rocks were exposed to orogenic folding and
metamorphism approximately 830–980 million
years ago and thrusting as late as about 710 million
years ago. However, let us examine the nature of
these lithologies more closely before we try to place
them in the geological history.
Sørøya and the Seiland Province –
sediment piles and magmas
One of the most distinctive successions in the Kalak
Nappe Complex in western Finnmark and northern
Troms is particularly well exposed on the island of
Sørøya in western Finnmark. The 4–5 km-thick succession consists of metamorphosed feldspathic sandstones, mica schists, graphitic schists, marbles and a
thick sequence of turbiditic sandstones. This was previously thought to be a single continuous succession,
but recent studies have demonstrated that the “Sørøy
succession” really consists of several successions separated by thrust faults. Sandstones and schists forming
the Klubben and Storelva formations, respectively, are
oldest and were deformed early in the Neoproterozoic.
This part of the pile probably corresponds to the
deformed sandstones and mica schists in other parts
of the Kalak Nappe Complex. The carbonates are also

of Neoproterozoic age, but are younger, from
Cryogenian time. A thick sequence of turbiditic sandstones, the Hellefjord Formation, is of Silurian age.
Enormous quantities of magma intruded the sedimentary successions in the Kalak Nappe Complex
towards the end of the Precambrian and gave rise to
the Seiland Province. Plutonic rocks occupy an area
of nearly 5000 km2 on the islands of Seiland, Sørøya
and Stjernøya, and on the Øksfjord Peninsula.
Radiometric age determinations show that gabbros
solidified 570–560 million years ago, that is, in the
middle of the Ediacaran Period. More light-coloured
rocks with a higher content of sodium and potassium solidified later, in the Cambrian, about 530–520
million years ago.
The Seiland Province contains many different rock
types. Peridotite, dunite, olivine pyroxenite (a particularly dark plutonic rock, see Chapter 2), gabbro,
syenite, nepheline syenite, carbonatite (a rare marble-like rock of magmatic origin) and other types of
plutonic rocks now form extensive mountainous
areas that were once enormous chambers deep in the
crust where magmas from the mantle accumulated
and solidified. Some of the gabbros are layered;
heavy minerals, like olivine and pyroxene, sank rapidly to the bottom of the magma chamber as they
gradually crystallised, while lighter minerals, like
feldspar, remained above them. Nepheline syenite
consists mainly of the minerals nepheline
(NaAlSiO4) and alkali feldspar, which, together,
comprise important raw material for the glass and
ceramics industry and are the basis for mining on
Stjernøya. The Seiland Province is an unbelievably
instructive “laboratory” for magmatic processes.

Dark hypabyssal rocks are common in the metasandstones of the Kalak Nappe Complex in western and
northern Finnmark. They were formed when magmas
that were especially rich in olivine and pyroxene, and
ordinary basaltic magma, intruded joints and fissures
in the crust during several phases of crustal extension,
mostly 600–530 million years ago, approximately
coevally with the dolerite dykes on the northeast side
of the Varanger Peninsula. The hypabyssal rocks were
metamorphosed to dark amphibolites during the Caledonian orogeny, and many of them contain garnets.

Light-coloured metasandstone in the
Kalak Nappe Complex cut by dolerite
dykes metamorphosed to amphibolite. The rocks probably derive from a
basin on the outer side of Baltica
and were moved several hundred
kilometres during the Caledonian
orogeny. Road cut south of
Hammerfest on Kvaløya.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

Western and northern Finnmark – an exotic portion of crust?
There are many uncertain factors regarding the origin
of the rocks in western and northern Finnmark and
north-eastern Troms. Exactly how old are the successions, and when, where and how were they formed,
deformed and metamorphosed before being thrust
hundreds of kilometres south-eastwards during the
Caledonian orogeny? The successions probably derive
from the very northernmost fringe of Baltica, as indicated by the sediment transport from south to north,
that is, from the inner part of Baltica out towards the
coast of the continent. The Seiland Province may
have formed where the Timanian margin met the
Baltoscandian margin and perhaps a third rift arm
north of Baltica. At such a triple junction, the mantle
bulges upwards and can give rise to large-scale magmatic activity. The rocks in the upper part of the
Kalak Nappe Complex and in the Magerøy Nappe in
western and northern Finnmark and north-eastern
Troms have an exotic character, that is, they seem to
be alien relative to the other Precambrian rocks in the
rest of Finnmark. This may mean that parts of the
bedrock in this area have come from another continent than Baltica. Specialists on the geology of
Finnmark are hotly debating this question.
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The north-western margin of Baltica –
the Sparagmite Region in south Norway
A number of basins were formed along the Baltoscandian margin, on the north-western
side of Baltica. These basins were filled with Neoproterozoic to Early Cambrian sedimentary
rocks, which can be traced along the eastern fringe of the Caledonian mountain chain from
Finnmark to southern Norway, where the bedrock from the youngest part of the
Precambrian is particularly well known in the Sparagmite Region in southeast Norway.
The successions here recount an exciting story from the north-western margin of Baltica.
The Baltoscandian margin from
Finnmark to southern Norway
The Neoproterozoic successions can be traced from
Finnmark to southern Norway through northern
Troms and Sweden. These rocks originated in a
number of sedimentary basins strung out along the
north-western fringe of Baltica, the Baltoscandian
margin. They are in part autochthonous, meaning
that they still lie directly on the basement substrate
The Sparagmite Region in south
Norway
Nappes in the
Trondheim Region

The Sparagmite Region in south Norway
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on which they were deposited, and in part allochthonous, that is they were thrust from the west in a
number of nappes in the Caledonian mountain
chain. These successions, which are up to several
thousand metres thick, consist of partially weakly
metamorphosed sandstones, conglomerates, shales
and carbonate rocks. Tillite from the Varangerian Ice
Age is found in several of the successions. Dolerite
dykes, 615 to 550 million years old, also occur and
are often so closely spaced that they form dyke
swarms. In this period, the crust along the
Baltoscandian margin was extensively fractured and
magma originating in the mantle intruded these fissures. In Norway, such metasandstone successions
with dolerite dykes are found near Leksdalsvatnet, a
lake in Nord-Trøndelag, on Hummelfjell, a mountain far north in the valley of Østerdalen, and in the
Oppdal and Trollheimen districts in southern central
Norway. In many places, the sandstones split readily
into regular slabs and are quarried for flagstones,
walling stone and roofing slate, for instance near
Oppdal. The successions were probably translated as
Caledonian thrust sheets up to several hundred kilometres from their original basins in the west or
northwest.
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In the Rondane Mountains, low-grade metasandstones that are several thousand metres thick have
been thrust from the north-western margin of
Baltica and occur in a pile of thrust sheets called the
Kvitvola Nappe Complex. The sandstones originated
in the Engerdalen Basin, named after the name of
the succession, the Engerdalen Group, which is best

investigated in Engerdal, a valley in eastern
Hedmark, from which the group gets its name.
Rocks formed in warm water, like dolomite and
magnesite, also occur here beneath a tillite formation
from the Varangerian Ice Age, very like the conditions in eastern Finnmark.
The Engerdalen Basin was part of the continental
margin of Baltica and was composed of a number of
smaller rift basins in the basement and a broad basin
that can be compared with the basins off the coast of
Norway today. Augen gneiss and conglomerate with
augen gneiss clasts seen at Rosten, between Sel and
Dovre in Gudbrandsdalen, derive from one such
small rift basin. The augen gneiss is a slice detached
from the original basement substrate and the conglomerate is a remnant of screes developed along the
margin of the rift basin.
Weakly metamorphosed, light-coloured sandstones
with a few thin beds of carbonate rocks and shales
are found in many different nappes and thrust sheets
further west towards Heidal, Vågå and Lom, in
Sogn, Nordfjord, Sunnfjord, Hordaland, Rogaland
and on Hardangervidda. The age of these sandstones
is not fully clarified. Some are without doubt
Neoproterozoic, whereas others are older and correspond to the metasandstone formations in Telemark,
which are Middle Proterozoic (Chapter 3).
The best-known Neoproterozoic successions in
southern Norway form the bedrock in the sparagmite region, one of the “classical” bedrock provinces
in Norway. The Sparagmite Region in southern
Norway first and foremost comprises the successions
that are now called the Hedmark Group and the
Valdres Group. The sandstones in the Kvitvola
Nappe Complex, described above, are also generally
included in the Sparagmite Region.
The Hedmark Group dominates the bedrock from
the northernmost part of the Lake Mjøsa area northwards towards Rondane, and from Femund, a lake
near the Swedish border in the east, to
Gudbrandsdalen in the west, whereas the Valdres
Group crops out in the mountains in the Valdres
district north-eastwards to Espedalen and westwards
to Hemsedal. These two successions occupy separate
nappe complexes in the Caledonian mountain chain
and derive from two rift basins, the Hedmark Basin
and the Valdres Basin, respectively. The strata have
been thrust at least 130 km, perhaps 300–400 km,
from northwest to southeast.

Both successions are more than 5000 m thick.
Sparagmitic (feldspathic) sandstones are hard and
poor in nutrients, thus producing poor soils. Grey,
lichen-clad hills and wooded ridges are the most
characteristic features of the landscape in the sparagmite region. The oldest farms and transhumance
dairy farms were generally cleared on morainic soils
originating from shales and limestones.

The Rondane Mountains consist of
hard, Late Precambrian metasandstones that are approximately 650750 million years old. During the
Caledonian orogeny, these sandstones were thrust several hundred
kilometres eastwards from basins
along the Baltoscandian margin of
Baltica.
(Photo: C. Harbitz)

The Valdres Basin – a gravel-filled basin
The “Valdres sparagmite” is characterised by conglomerates and coarse-grained, greenish and lightgrey feldspathic sandstones deposited as stones, gravel and coarse sand by swollen rivers. Thick beds of
conglomerate composed of various sized clasts of
basement rocks are preserved in the
Ormtjernkampen National Park. In one conglomerate cropping out at the east end of the lake at
Bygdin, the originally rounded clasts of quartz and
quartzite have been stretched into long rods by the
extensional pressure exerted by the thick Jotun
Nappe when it was thrust over the conglomerate
during the Caledonian orogeny. The upper part of
the Valdres Group succession strongly resembles that
found in the youngest part of the Hedmark Group,
including the presence of tillite from the Varangerian
Ice Age, which is preserved at Ormtjernkampen.
This shows that the two basins had a common geological development during the latest phase of the
Precambrian and the very beginning of the
Palaeozoic.
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The succession in the
Hedmark Basin, the
Hedmark Group, the
western part to the
left and the eastern
to the right.
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The Hedmark Basin – from a rift basin to a shallow sea
The central sparagmite region in southeast Norway
was subjected to considerable attention in the early
geological exploration of Norway. The first three
Norwegian professors of geology, Jens Esmark
(1763–1839), Baltazar Mathias Keilhau (1797–
1858) and Theodor Kjerulf (1825–1888), carried
out mapping and other investigations in the area.
Oskar Emil Schiøtz (1846–1925), a physics professor, spent many years mapping parts of the sparagmite region late in the 19th century. Knut Olai
Bjørlykke (1860–1946) mapped parts of the sparagmite region at the end of the 19th century and early
in the 20th century. Many other geologists during
the last hundred years have contributed to our pres138

siltstone

conglomerate
deposited on
granite

ent understanding of this region. In keeping with
modern practice for naming geological features, the
basin is now named after its succession, the
Hedmark Group.
The first fracturing
The Hedmark Basin is the largest of several rift
basins formed along the northwest margin of Baltica.
Rivers deposited gravel and sand in the first depression that developed, and sandstones from this phase
are found near Fåvang in Gudbrandsdalen and north
of Atna in Østerdalen. Further extensional movements in the crust resulted in the basin becoming a
bay of the sea that was several hundred metres deep
and 60–70 km broad. At least 4000 m of gravel,

sand and mud were deposited here 750–650 million
years ago. The sandstones are turbidites deposited by
suspension flows on submarine fans, like the sandstones in the Kongsfjord Formation on the Varanger
Peninsula. These deposits became the Brøttum
Formation, which comprises the weakly metamorphosed grey sandstones and black shales that crop
out in Gudbrandsdalen, from south of Vinstra down
to the northern part of Lake Mjøsa, and eastwards to
Østerdalen. The formation covers some 7000 km2
in the central part of the sparagmite region in southeast Norway. The turbiditic sandstone from the
Brøttum Formation was used for the medals presented at the 17th Olympic Winter Games at
Lillehammer in 1994. The Brøttum Formation in
Gudbrandsdalen has a shale content of up to
30–40 %. The shales break down to produce till
and soil rich in fine-grained material that is
favourable for agriculture, and Gudbrandsdalen has
therefore been a densely populated farming district
for a great many years. In central and southern
Østerdalen, the Brøttum Formation virtually lacks
shales and the soil here is poor, stony and has few
nutrients, and is unsuitable for arable farming. This
valley is therefore forested and has just small,
scattered farms.

While there was sea in the western part of the
Hedmark Basin, gravel and sand were being deposited on vast alluvial plains in the eastern part. These
fluvial sandstones now form the bedrock in northeastern Østerdalen and the Femund area. The 1755
m peak of Rendalssølen consists of cross-bedded red
sandstones from this huge alluvial plain. Some sandstones here also have well-preserved ripple marks
formed on the sandy bed of shallow lakes that developed on the plain for short periods.
The sea rises while the climate is tropical
A marked rise in sea level led to the sea inundating
the fluvial plains. Clay, calcareous mud and sand
were deposited in coastal areas. These deposits are
called the Biri Formation. Some limestone beds consist of perfectly round grains of carbonate called
ooids, which form on carbonate platforms where the
water is warm and the wave power high, like off the
Bahamas nowadays. A few limestone beds also contain stromatolites. At several places, the Biri limestone contains an unusual kind of breccia composed
of sharply angular fragments of limestone. The material of which these fragments are composed was originally deposited as calcareous mud on a tidal flat or
carbonate platform. The breccia was probably
formed when shallow tidal channels excavated
UPPER LEFT: Rendalssølen (1755 m)
is a landmark in the sparagmite
region of eastern Norway. The mountain is composed of the Rendalen
Formation, sandstones deposited by
rivers in the eastern part of the
Hedmark Basin 700–750 million
years ago. (Photo: J.P. Nystuen)
LOWER LEFT: Cross-bedded sandstone from an infilled river channel
in the Rendalen Formation on the
summit of Rendalssølen. (Photo: J.P.
Nystuen)
Limestone breccia in the Biri
Formation in a road cut on E6 at
Kremmerodden, Biri. Up to 50 cm
long fragments of the limestone
were broken up by tidal currents or
powerful waves. (Photo: J.P. Nystuen)
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Carbonate formations like the Biri Formation and
those in eastern Finnmark mark periods when the
water level was so high that the Baltica lowlands
were covered by shallow sea. High sea level typifies
warm interglacials in the Cryogenian and Ediacaran
periods because then none of the water on the Earth
was bound up as ice sheets. The “Biri transgression”,
when the sea flooded onto Baltica during the deposition of the Biri Formation, was probably the most
marked period with a high sea level in the
Cryogenian, at any rate in our part of Baltica.

The Brøttum Formation in
Maihaugvegen, Lillehammer. Beds of
turbiditic sandstones and shales
were deposited on the floor of the
Hedmark Basin and raised into a vertical position during the orogenic
movements at the end of the
Silurian. The shaley beds contain
acritarchs, the oldest fossils found in
southern Norway.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

beneath partially consolidated calcareous mud,
which broke up as angular fragments. Another explanation may be that the limestone fragments were
broken off by powerful waves during storms or
tsunamis. Carbonates from the Engerdalen Basin in
Engerdalen contain magnesium carbonate, imprints
of halite crystals and chert nodules, showing that the
climate was warm and dry at that time, just like that
associated with the carbonate formations in
Finnmark. Beds of black shale formed where black
mud with a high organic content accumulated in
deeper parts of the basin, where the bottom water
contained little oxygen.

Beds of conglomerate and sandstone
in the Biskopåsen Formation in a
road cut near Havik on the east side
of Lake Mjøsa. The beds are vertical
due to thrusting during the SilurianDevonian Caledonian orogeny.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

Deltas, submarine gravel fans and volcanism
Several fans of stones and gravel were deposited
along the fringes of the Hedmark Basin before, during and after the carbonate beds in the Biri
Formation were formed. These fans, up to 400 m
thick, were deposited partly as deltas, partly as submarine slides and turbidite deposits which stretched
far out over the basin floor. They are now recognised
as conglomerates and coarse-grained sandstones. The
best known of these conglomerates is the Biskopåsen
Formation flanking the eastern and western sides of
Mjøsa north of Moelv and Biri, respectively. The
conglomerate consists mainly of well-rounded clasts
of various basement rocks deposited by swollen rivers
in deltas along the edge of the basin, but also contains some angular fragments of limestone, calcareous sandstone, basalt and small nodular fragments of
black phosphorite. These angular clasts derive from
sediments and lava flows that accumulated along the
shallow shelf of the basin before the conglomerate
formed. A submarine canyon in the steep slope of
the basin cut back into the sedimentary deposits and
the basaltic lava along the basin margin. Stones and
boulders which fell into the canyon from the
deposits and the lava rolled along its floor and were
deposited as an 80-90 km2 large gravelly and stony
fan on the basin floor.
Phosphorite consists of the mineral apatite and is
formed from phosphate in dead organisms which
accumulate on the sea floor where there is a very little supply of clay, silt and sand from land. It was in
one such phosphate-bearing clast in the Biskopåsen
conglomerate that Nils Spjeldnæs in 1959 found the
first definite fossil in a Precambrian rock in Norway;
Papillomembrana was a sack-shaped organism, about
1-2 mm in size, but it is still uncertain what kind of
organism it was.
The Biskopåsen conglomerate is found in several
separate, fan-shaped deposits along the margins of
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a) 750 mill. yrs

Evolution of the Hedmark Basin
through six phases from its initial
formation by rifting until Baltica was
covered by the sea at the beginning
of the Cambrian 542 million years
ago.

b) 750-680 mill. yrs

Hedmark Basin formed as a rift basin

Basin is extended by faulting

Glacial deposits
Mud on sea floor
Calcareous mud,
limestone
Sand,
sandstone
Gravel,
conglomerate,
coarse-grained
sandstone
Basement
Black shale
Basalt lava,
dolerite dyke
Faults

Basement
in Baltica
continent

Fluvial plains
Sea bay

Faults

c) 680-650 mill. yrs

d) 630-590 mill. yrs – Varangerian Ice Age

Ocean inundates Baltica

Baltica covered by ice sheet

Glacier

Deep basin
Shallow sea

Basalt lava

Moraine
Basalt lava
and dolerite dyke

e) 570-550 mill. yrs – Ediacaran time
Hedmark Basin is being filled

Alluvial plains

Bay with icebergs

f) 542 mill. yrs – early Cambrian
Ocean drowns Baltica
Shallow sea

Hedmark Basin
filled with sediments
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Ice age
The Varangerian Ice Age, which produced the tillites
in Finnmark, also left its mark in the Hedmark and
Valdres basins. The Moelv tillite, first described from
Moelv, is an easily recognisable conglomeratic formation in the Hedmark and Valdres group successions. It corresponds to the younger of the two tillite
formations in Finnmark and was also deposited
directly on the basement beyond the basins, such as
on the eastern side of Storsjøen, a lake in Rendalen,
and in the basement windows in northern
Østerdalen. The glacial sediments lie on an erosion
surface that extended far out into the basins, probably because the sea level fell during the ice age owing
to sea water being bound up in the ice sheets. This
meant that the glaciers were able to excavate down
into the sediments. The Moelv tillite consists of fossilised moraine with clasts of basement rocks like
granite, gneiss, quartzite and porphyritic lava.
Limestone clasts show that the glacier also eroded
the Biri limestone where it extended beyond the previously deposited beds in the Hedmark Basin. This
is just like the situation in eastern Finnmark, where
the glaciers also excavated down into older carbonate
beds and the basement. At Atna in Østerdalen and
in Imsdalen, the tillite lies directly on basalt and
contains basalt clasts which the glacier picked up
from the substrate.

Papillomembrana compta, the first
Precambrian fossil found in Norway.
The fossil, of unknown affinity and
just over 1 mm long, was found by
Nils Spjeldnæs in 1959 in a phosphorite clast in the Biskopåsen
Formation near Havik, beside Mjøsa.
(All photos: N. Spjeldnæs)

A rock core (4 cm in diameter) from
Østre Æra, between Rena and
Ossjøen in Østerdalen. Basalt lava
(dark) flowed over unconsolidated
sand (light coloured), some of which
was rolled into the base of the lava.
The lava extrusions took place during an active rifting phase in the
Hedmark Basin. (Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

the western part of the basin, such as near Rena in
Østerdalen, in Gausdal and near Fåvang in
Gudbrandsdalen. Near Fåvang, the conglomerate has
large, rounded clasts of anorthosite, a kind of gabbro
that is not found in the basement near the Sparagmite Region. This suggests that the conglomerate
formed far from where it now occurs, towards the
northwest where anorthosites were present in the
basement close to the original basin margin; this
supports the notion that the Hedmark Basin rocks
were thrust a long way as a Caledonian nappe complex.
The large-scale infilling of coarse debris in the basin
was linked to a period of extensive movements along
the basin margins. Fissure volcanoes developed along
fracture zones, and basalt lava flowed into the basin
in some places. Many of the lava flows were eroded
and the basalt is now only found as clasts in the conglomeratic beds. Some basalt lavas are preserved at
several places in Østerdalen, such as between the
River Rena and a lake called Ossjøen, at Atna, and
in Imsdalen.
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In some places, towards the top of the tillite, the fossilised till grades into laminated mudstones containing scattered gravel particles, stones and boulders
that melted out of drifting icebergs and fell into the
muddy floor of the basin. This took place towards
the end of the ice age when the sea level began to
rise and the glacier floated and broke up into icebergs, just as in eastern Finnmark.
The basin is filled with sediments
The sea rose again after the Varangerian Ice Age. The
Hedmark Basin, and also the Valdres Basin, was
filled with sediments. First, layers of silt and finegrained sand were deposited in deltas and shallowwater marine areas, and these were succeeded by fluvial sand and gravel deposited on coastal plains that
extended further and further out into the basins. A
few deep troughs still remained in the eastern part of
the basin, and turbiditic sandstones and dark shales
rich in organic material were also deposited there.
Beds of pure quartz sand and quartz gravel, the
Vangsåsen Formation, formed by strong weathering
of eroded basement in the interior of Baltica, occur
at the very top of this 300–1000 metre-thick pile of

Moelv tillite from the approximately
600 million-year-old Varangerian Ice
Age exposed as ice-polished rock
from the last Ice Age, about 10 000
years ago. The tillite has large and
small clasts of basement rocks and
limestone. Bruvollhagan, Moelv.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)

sandstones. These sediments were deposited in the
shore zone when the sea was spreading across the
worn-down continent. This quartz sandstone member has been named the Ringsaker quartzite. In some
places, such as at Langodden in Ringsaker, the
quartzite displays vertical burrows made by organisms which may have resembled present-day lugworms. In several places, the Ringsaker quartzite
contains lead in the form of the lead sulphide, galena
(PbS), and sometimes, as in Vardal near Gjøvik, the
rock is so rich in lead that the vegetation suffers lead
poisoning. In Sweden, lead has been mined in sandstones of the same age.
The quartz sandstone is very hard and resistant to
erosion. When the Caledonian nappes were being

thrust eastwards, the hard sandstones of the
Vangsåsen Formation detached from their substrate
of soft shales and were thrust over autochthonous
Cambrian and Ordovician strata. Like the Gaissa
Nappe in Finnmark, this sandstone nappe forms
marked ridges and ranges of hills, such as Tonsåsen
in Valdres, Vangsåsen in Hedmark and Trysilfjellet in
Trysil.
The whole of this youngest sandstone formation in
the Hedmark and Valdres basins was previously
thought to be Precambrian because it underlies greyish-green shales with easily visible Cambrian fossils.
However, recent discoveries of microfossils,
acritarchs, of very earliest Cambrian age in the
Ringsaker quartzite show that the Precambrian-

RIGHT – The Ringsaker quartzite,
with vertical burrows excavated by a
lugworm-like mollusc. Langodden,
on the east bank of Lake Mjøsa.
(Photo: J.P. Nystuen)
LEFT – The Ringsaker quartzite from
the very base of the Cambrian, the
youngest part of the Hedmark
Group, Steinsodden on the east side
of Mjøsa in Ringsaker. Looking
northwards towards Mjøsa Bridge.
Lundehøgda and Biskopåsen in the
background are also in the type area
for the Hedmark Group.
(Both photos: J.P. Nystuen)
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PRECAMBRIAN OIL BASIN
Most of the oil now being pumped up from the bedrock off the coast of Norway originates in Late Jurassic black shales
with a high content of organic material (Chapter 12).
The Hedmark Basin also held oil and gas. The Brøttum Formation, the Biri Formation and the lower part of the Vangsåsen
Formation (in the eastern part of the basin) have black shales with up to 3 % carbon (C) of organic origin (“Total Organic
Carbon, TOC”). This material now consists of finely dispersed, non-crystalline carbon. The carbon originated in unicellular
cyanobacteria and algae which lived in the water bodies and accumulated as organic ooze on the sea floor when they
died. As the bottom water in the deepest parts of the basin lacked oxygen, the organic material was preserved and was
converted to kerogen when it was buried.
When the succession in the Hedmark Basin, during burial, entered the “oil window”, the temperature interval of
80-150 °C, the kerogen matured into oil, and thereafter gas (Chapter 2). The oil and gas seem to have disappeared during
the Caledonian orogeny in Silurian and Devonian times, when the temperature approached 280-300 °C. Sandstones,
whose sand grains are now enveloped in a fine-grained mass of carbon, may have been reservoir rocks for oil.
The Hedmark Basin is so far the oldest basin in Norway where it can definitely be said that there were source rocks for oil
more than 500 million years before those in the North Sea were formed. Finding remains of the Precambrian oil will be
exciting detective work.

Old source rock for oil: black shale in the Brøttum Formation in Maihaugvegen in Lillehammer. Black shale with a high content of organic carbon
(black) is overlain by a thin layer of silt with light-coloured quartz grains. The silt has sunk into the clay, forming the boot-shaped structure.
Photo: M.K.M. Skaten.)
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THE GARDNOS CRATER

By Johan Naterstad and Elin Kalleson

In 1942, Olaf Anton Broch mapped an area of breccia in basement gneiss at the hamlet of Gardnos in Hallingdal, which he thought had been produced by a volcanic explosion, although he also considered the possibility of it having been formed by a meteor impact.
In 1990, it was proved that the breccia at Gardnos really was formed by the impact of a huge body from outer space, a planetary fragment or asteroid.
Quartz grains in the breccia display planar deformational features, fractures of a kind that are only formed by extremely high shock energy when huge
stony bodies hit the Earth. The impactor crashed into shallow sea covering the lowlands of Baltica, probably some 650–680 million years ago, most
likely when the Biri Formation was being deposited in the Hedmark Basin.
When this tremendous lump of rock impacted, a dish-shaped crater formed, 5–6 km wide and 500–600 m deep. The crater has since been eroded so
that the rocks we now see within the feature were formed 400–800 m beneath the sea floor where the celestial body impacted. Outermost in the
crater feature is a breccia composed of fragments of the local basement gneiss formed when the shock wave from the impact spread through the
gneiss. This type of breccia has been called Gardnos breccia.
In a matter of seconds following the impact, Gardnos breccia in the middle of the crater was covered by another breccia composed of fragments of
several different lithologies. Lava-like rocks in this breccia arose by shock melting of the gneiss. This type of breccia is called suevite and is typical of
many impact craters. Just a few minutes after the actual impact, Gardnos breccia rose up as a cone, a hill in the centre of the crater. Such features are
common in many impact craters on the Moon. The groundmass in the Gardnos breccia and the suevite has a small amount of carbon dust, and in the
suevite the shock wave created microdiamonds from the carbon.
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Many impact craters must have been formed
in Norway during the Precambrian. Traces of
one that resembles that at Gardnos are found
at Ritland in Rogaland, and this dates from
the end of the Precambrian or the Early
Cambrian.
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Crushed stone particles fell from the dust
cloud formed by the impact and now form a
fine-grained layer on the suevite breccia. This
deposit contains fragments of black shale and
chert from the sedimentary strata lying on the
sea floor where the bolide fell. Microfossils in
the chert may perhaps reveal more information on when the impact occurred. A stone
rampart was thrown up around the crater, the
sea broke through this rampart and crushed
rock from the mound and the crater wall slid
down the sides of the crater. Later, the crater
slowly filled with sand and mud, but only just
over 150 m of the lowermost part of this fill
are preserved.
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THE FEN VOLCANO

By Sven Dahlgren

An unusual type of volcano was located near Ulefoss in Telemark 580 million years ago. W.C. Brøgger, a Norwegian geologist, claimed in 1921 that the Fen
area was the remnants of an ancient limestone volcano. This was an outrageous claim at the time, everyone “knew” of course that limestones can only be
formed as sediments in the sea or beside hot springs.
Everything that might be reminiscent of the surface forms of a volcano at Ulefoss has now been eroded, and Brøgger had to base his conclusions on a large
amount of geological circumstantial evidence. That the phenomenon of limestone volcanism actually exists only became generally accepted when English
geologists saw limestone lava flowing from Oldoinyo Lengai, a volcano in Tanzania, early in the 1960s. Brøgger’s detailed description of the Fen area makes it
the world reference locality for limestone volcanism, or carbonatites, as Brøgger called the limestones from here. This is now the international term for limestones of magmatic origin.
The Fen area, as we see it today, is only the approximately 4.5 km2 broad feeder to the Fen volcano. Within this small area, Brøgger found many strange rocks
that no-one had described earlier, and he gave them names after places in the area. Near the farms of Søve, Melteig and Vipeto he found rocks which he
called søvite, melteigite and vipetoite, respectively. Damtjernite, named after a small lake, Damtjern, is a rock characterised by large flakes of mica and it slightly resembles the kimberlites in South Africa. Kimberlites are formed from magmas that arose at unusually great depths, and they reached the surface during
explosive volcanic eruptions. They contain diamonds, but unfortunately damtjernite does not. The rock names in the Fen area, particularly the name fenite, are
used all over the world in similar geological areas, many of which have eventually been discovered on every continent. Fenite is a rock formed by “fenitisation”, that is to say intensive alteration of the ancient gneisses through which the carbonatites forced their way. The magmas that led to the formation of the
rocks in the Fen area came from the mantle. They must have originated at a depth of more than 100 km, but many complex processes on the way to the surface meant that a range of different rock types were ultimately evolved.
The Fen volcano was formed at the same time as several other carbonatite volcanoes, including one at Alnö near Sundsvall in Sweden, in connection with the
break-up of Baltica and other continents 580 million years ago.
Iron mining began in “Fæhnsgruberne”, in the eastern part of the Fen area, as early as the 1650s, and continued until 1927, supplying ore to Ulefoss Iron
Works. At the end of the lifetime of the Fen volcano, hot water gurgled around in fissures in the carbonatites, oxidising iron to haematite, and therefore colouring the whole rock red. The rock containing the iron ore is therefore called “rødberg” (red rock). It also contains the largest Norwegian reserve of the metal
thorium (Th), as well as large deposits of light lanthanide metals (including La and Ce). The rare metal, niobium (Nb), was mined near Søve in the 1950s and
1960s.
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Geological map of the Fen area. The rocks were formed by many different magmatic processes far below
the summit of the Fen volcano. (Modified after E. Sæther)
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Palaeozoic boundary is situated within the Vangsåsen
Formation.
Quartz-rich sandstones of corresponding age are
found along the margins surrounding the whole of
Baltica, indeed also on many of the other continents
that arose when Rodinia split up. For example, typical Early Cambrian quartz sandstone overlain by
greyish-green shales can be recognised directly above
the Precambrian basement on the floor of the Grand
Canyon in the western USA, exactly like the corresponding beds in the Hedmark Basin. This shows
that the Precambrian continents were highly worn
down towards the end of the Precambrian and the
sea rose globally at the very beginning of the
Cambrian.
Svalbard – alternating tropical and ice-cold conditions
Spitsbergen and Nordaustlandet were probably part
of the continent of Laurentia at the end of the
Precambrian. The Neoproterozoic succession in
Svalbard is several thousand metres thick and consists of conglomerates, sandstones, shales, carbonate
rocks with stromatolites, and tillites. These lithologies were deposited in a basin that sank deeper into
the crust when Rodinia was divided. It is uncertain
where this basin was located at the end of the
Precambrian, but it was probably situated close to
the north side of Greenland or off present-day East
Greenland. A similar basin containing thick,
Neoproterozoic sedimentary rocks is preserved in the
central part of East Greenland. There are many similarities between the Neoproterozoic successions in
Svalbard, East Greenland and Scandinavia, as there
are between the Barents Sea Group on the Varanger
Peninsula and parts of the Hecla Hoek Group in
Svalbard. They carry the same types of microfossils.
Tillites from the Varangerian Ice Age, along with
carbonate rocks, show that periods of tropical climate alternated with glaciations, just as on Baltica
and many of the other Neoproterozoic continents.
Baltica is inundated –
a visit from outer space, and volcanism
By the beginning of the Palaeozoic, Baltica had been
worn down to a plain close to sea level. A few ranges
of rounded hills and ridges rose up to a few scores of
metres above the plain. This former plain is called
the sub-Cambrian peneplain. Baltica, however, was a
worn-down continent long before the Cambrian.

For instance, a plain existed when parts of Baltica
were invaded by the sea when the Biri Formation was
deposited some 650–680 million years ago, and the
Varangerian Ice Age glaciers deposited moraine on
worn-down basement beyond the basins.
The remains of a huge crater are preserved at
Gardnos in Hallingdal, which was formed by a
tremendous boulder, an asteroid, from outer space
some time around the end of the Precambrian. The
Gardnos Crater was probably formed in the shallow
“Biri Sea”, which covered the Baltica lowlands
approximately 650–680 million years ago. It is
tempting to imagine that the limestone breccia in the
Biri Formation may have been formed by a tsunami
triggered by the impact, but this is pure speculation.
The great change in the relationships between land
and sea that took place at the dawn of the Palaeozoic
may be connected with heat flowing beneath the
Baltica Plate and the boundary zone between Baltica
and Laurentia, the continent west of Baltica. In the
Fen area on the south side of Norsjø, a lake in
Telemark, the crust melted due to a rise in temperature, probably above a mantle diapir or a hot spot.
The huge Fen volcano formed, pouring forth enormous quantities of gas, especially carbon dioxide
(CO2). Carbonatites and many uncommon rocks and
minerals formed at depth beneath the actual volcano,
and it is these rocks that are now preserved from this
special magmatic episode at the end of the
Precambrian.
The Neoproterozoic to Cambrian dolerite dykes in
the sandstone successions in Finnmark and southern
Norway, and in the basement in Rogaland, were
intruded when Baltica began to fracture towards the
end of the Precambrian, and Baltica and Laurentia
finally parted company. A fissure formed in the crust
in the middle of the belt of sea separating these two
continents. Basaltic lava surged up from the mantle
along this fissure and a new ocean, Iapetus, gradually
expanded by sea-floor spreading during the
Cambrian. The spreading ridge that rose (see
Chapter 2) displaced the sea water, which flooded in
over the worn-down Baltica and other continents at
the onset of the Palaeozoic. This event triggered a
new chapter in the history of the evolution of
Norwegian geology.
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